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I’m excited to announce, effective January 1st, 2022, Chelsie Schmid is the new owner of IntegriPrint, Inc. 

After 17+ years of training and preparing for my succession, she is prepared to continue the growth of 

the company into the future. Since Chelsie is also my niece, it is super exciting for me to watch her take 

this next step. 

As for me, I will be available as a consultant to Chelsie as well as doing the bookkeeping remotely, 

because I like to be somewhat busy. In other words, I’m considering this my “semi” retirement. Of 

course, I will be keeping my work schedule flexible to allow time with family and friends. I’m especially 

looking forward to being available to help with grandchildren.  

As exciting as all of this is, I will miss working with our clients. I have been blessed over the last 27+ years 

to be able to work with so many awesome people. I have many to thank for my successes over these 

past years. I couldn’t have done it without caring employees, great clients, extremely smart coaches and 

the support of so many people around me. 

Please join me in congratulating Chelsie as the Owner of IntegriPrint. As always, she will be taking care 

of IntegriPrint’s clients and employees with the same enthusiasm and professionalism as she has over 

these past many years. 
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It's an honor to know Jackie has the trust and confidence in my 

ability to carry her legacy into the future as the new owner of 

IntegriPrint. Our mission of making clients look great will remain 

the same, as well as the integrity with which we always conduct 

business. I look forward to the future of IntegriPrint and the 

continued partnerships with all our wonderful clients. I’m happy 

to see Jackie enjoy semi-retirement and grateful she will continue 

to be available for consulting and mentoring. 


